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Data (Text) Mining of Social 
Media with R



LECTURE 2 OUTLINE

1. Data Mining of Twitter  
2. Data Mining of Google Search
3. Data mining of Facebook  



Text Mining: 
Twitter Data Analysis with R 



• You need to download latest version of R   R version 4.1.0 
(2021-05-18)  in order to install  twitteR packages. 

• In R you need to use Tools- Install Packages-twitteR
• Then you type
> library(twitteR)
• Finally, 
>setup_twitter_oauth("APIkey","APIsecret","Accesstoken","A
ccesssecret")
We need to follow below steps to do Authentication with 
OAuth



Twitter is a popular service that allows users to 

broadcast short messages (’tweets’) for others to read. 

Over the years this has become a valuable tool not just 

for standard social media purposes but also for data 

mining experiments such as sentiment analysis. 

The twitteR package is intended to provide access 

to the Twitter API within R, allowing users to grab 
interesting subsets of Twitter data for their analyses.



Before we start, we need to do the following 
Authentication with OAuth



Authentication with OAuth

As of March 2013, OAuth authentication is required for all Twitter 
transactions. You will need to follow these instructions to continue

OAuth is an authentication mechanism gaining popularity which 
allows applications to provide client functionality to a web service 
without granting an end user’s credentials to the client itself.

twitteR uses the httr package under the hood to 
manage this



How to Register a Twitter App in 8 Easy Steps



One of the reasons that Twitter is so popular, and become what it is today, is due 
to the huge number of developers who have built apps over the years. Why so 
many developers? Basically, because Twitter has been very easy to work with.
Many social networks and apps have their own interface that programmers can 
work with. These interfaces are called APIs (short for Application Programming 
Interface). Unfortunately, Twitter have made quite a few changes recently 
which have made their API a lot more difficult to work with.

On June 11th, 2013, Twitter retired v.1 of their API and stopped offering RSS 
feeds. This has meant quite a few Twitter apps no longer work, and programmers 
have been scratching their heads, wondering what to do.
From the 11th June, this no longer works- because Twitter retired RSS feeds and 
now requires that any Twitter app is authenticated first. This is so that Twitter 
can keep a close eye on the use of it’s API. This suddenly has raised the bar and 
made it far more complicated for developers to play with Twitter’s data



However, for now, I am going to show you how to start the
process off- register your Twitter app. And I am going to
attempt to make this as easy to understand as possible.



Step#1 Visit the Twitter Developers’ Site
The first thing you need to do is head on down to dev.twitter.com. In order 

to create an account, all you need to do is click on the “Sign In” link at the 
top right.

http://dev.twitter.com/


Step#2 Sign in with your Twitter Account
Next, sign in with the Twitter account you want to associate with your app. You 
do have a Twitter account, don’t you?!

Step#3: Go to apps.twitter.com



Step#4: Create a New Application
If you are new to the Developers site, you won’t see any applications registered. 
Either way, it’s time to create our first application. To do this, click on the big 
“Create a new application” button.



Step#5 Fill in your Application Details
It’s been easy so far, but this screen often makes people confused. Don’t worry, it’s a lot easier than you think…
• Name:
First of all you need to give your app a unique name (one that no one else has used for their Twitter app). Since 
we’re going to be an creating app for personal use and not one that other people can register and use, just put 
your domain name in or perhaps even your name.
• Description:
You don’t have to worry much about the description- you can change this later, but it can help to distinguish this 
app from others that you might create in the future. I’ve put “a set of Twitter tools for personal use”.
• Website:
Put your website in the website field. It’s supposed to be your application’s publicly accessible home page. 
However, if your app is for personal use, this isn’t really applicable. I would just enter the website address 
where the app will be hosted. (If you have any doubts about what to put in that field, just put a link to your Twitter 
profile like

https://twitter.com/aimaaroof?lang=en)
• Callback URL:
I would ignore the Callback URL field. If you are allowing users to log into your app to authenticate themselves, 
you’d enter the URL where they would be returned after they’ve given permission to Twitter to use your app.

Once you’ve done this, make sure you’ve read the “Developer Rules Of The Road” blurb, check the “Yes, I 
agree” box, fill in the CAPTCHA (don’t you just love them) and click the “create your Twitter Application” 
button. Hurrah!





Very Important:
You must add your mobile phone to your Twitter 
profile before creating an application. Please read 
https://support.twitter.com/articles/110250-adding-
your-mobile-number-to-your-account-via-web for 
more information.





Step#6 Create Your Access Token

You’ll then be presented with lots of information, but we’re not quite done yet.
We now need to authorise the Twitter app for your Twitter account. To do this,
click on “keys and access Tokens” then “Create my access token” button. This
takes a few seconds, so if you don’t see the access tokens on the next screen,
you may have to refresh the page a few times.

This access token will allow your Twitter application to read Twitter information.
You’ll be able to get data of your tweets, mentions, lists and more. However, if
you want to do more advanced stuff like sending tweets or deleting, you’ll need
to change your access type.





Step#7 Choose what Access Type You 
Need
As I mentioned, the default access type when you create a Twitter app is read 
only. My recommendation is to keep it like this unless you really want to be 
able to have the app delete or write data (for example sending tweets or 
deleting direct messages). For our first Twitter app we will only need read 
only access, but so that you know for future, in order to change the access 
type, you need to click on the settings tab at the top of the screen. Once you 
do this, scroll down to where it says “Application Type”. Change the access 
type to “Read and Write” to be able to read Twitter data and send tweets and 
select “Read, Write and access direct messages” if you want to also have 
access to your direct messages.



https://dev.twitter.com/index and log in. After filling in the 
basic info, go to the “Settings” tab and select ”Read, Write and 
Access direct messages”. Make sure to click on the save button 
after doing this. In the “Details” tab, take note of your 
consumer key and consumer secret.



Step#8 Make a note of your OAuth Settings

Once you’ve done this, make a note of your OAuth settings. You will need these 
long horrible strings of characters for your Twitter app. The ones you will need 
are:

• Consumer Key
• Consumer Secret
• OAuth Access Token
• OAuth Access Token Secret

It goes without saying that you should keep these secret. If anyone was to get 
these keys, they could effectively access your Twitter account.



Application Settings
Keep the "Consumer Secret" a secret. This key should never be human-readable in 

your application.

Consumer Key (API Key)   

Consumer Secret (API Secret) 

Access Level Read and write (modify app permissions)

Owner your name

Owner ID 48676191

MCdglwhs9DnGhaSaCccv72okq

gIv1gdsDjKoRXaX5kt123nxCG0JLI33NAcxg9KjhiXlyrb5H3K

https://apps.twitter.com/app/13297585/permissions


Your Access Token
This access token can be used to make API requests on your own account's behalf. 

Do not share your access token secret with anyone.

Access Token

Access Token Secret 

Access Level Read and write

Owner           Your name

Owner ID      48676191

48676191-2cNTLViAzapqdrNuAGzRCRmCvhoVV3qzucauPgubc

IMgePsiNgt9eH5LZCjjlhdIZjKP0BOPsebiNn53D4YBl9



Getting Started
This document is intended to demonstrate basic techniques 
rather than an exhaustive tour of the functionality. For more in 
depth examples, I recommend exploring the mailing list or 
StackOverflow. I’ve also included some links to examples of 
twitteR being used in the real word at the end.

> library(twitteR)
> setup_twitter_oauth("API key", "API secret")



Exploring Twitter
Searching Twitter: The search Twitter function can be used to search 
for tweets that match a desired term. Example searches are such 
things as hashtags, basic boolean logic such as AND and OR. It is 
worth looking at https://dev.twitter.com/docs/ using-search for an 
example of what can and can not be done here. 

The n argument can be used to specify the number of tweets to 
return, defaulting to 25. Note that while search Twitter will wrap an 
arbitrary number of actual search calls to provide the number of 
tweets requested, the Twitter API has limitations on just how much it 
will actually return. In general you can only go back a handful of days 
worth of tweets.

https://dev.twitter.com/docs/


Getting Started
Retrieving Text from Twitter



Step#1 Load the packages: Retrieve tweets from Twitter

> twitteR http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/twitteR/twitteR.pdf

Searches past tweets
Main function is searchTwitter

Uses Twitter Search API (REST)

https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public/search has lots of information, best practices, 

query limits

> streamR http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/streamR/streamR.pdf

Collects current tweets
Main functions are filterStream and parseTweets

Uses “statuses/sample” API (public stream API)
No access to “Firehose,” but sampleStream gives access to random 

selection of ~1% of public tweets

https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/overview has more information

http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/twitteR/twitteR.pdf
https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public/search
http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/streamR/streamR.pdf
https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/overview


Step#1 Load the packages: Retrieve tweets from 
Twitter

library(twitteR)
library(ROAuth)
library(SnowballC)
library(SentimentAnalysis)
library(plyr)
library(ggplot2)
library(wordcloud)
library(wordcloud2)
library(RColorBrewer)
library(NLP)
library(rtweet)
library(dplyr)



Step#2 choose the directory where the RData would be 
saved:

> setwd("C:/Users/new/Desktop/R for Dummies/8.Text Mining (Twitter Data Analysis with 
R")
> 

Or use : Session – Set working directory- Choose directory

> setwd("C:/Users/new/Desktop/R for Dummies/8.Text Mining (Twitter Data Analysis with R")
> 



Step#3: Twitter authentication 

api_key <- ” "
api_secret <- ” "
access_token <- ” "
access_token_secret <- ” "
setup_twitter_oauth(api_key,api_secret,access_token,access_token_secret)

[1] "Using direct authentication"
Use a local file ('.httr-oauth'), to cache OAuth access credentials between R sessions?

1: Yes
2: No

Selection: yes
Enter an item from the menu, or 0 to exit
Selection: 0



Step#4: Extract the tweets using user timeline function 
from the Twitter R package:  (Donald TrumpTweets)

library(twitteR)
tweets = searchTwitter("Bangladesh garment ", n=18000)
(n.tweet <- length(tweets))
tweets[10:13]



Next, we have a look at the five tweets numbered 10 to 13.
> tweets[10:13]
[[1]]
[1] "mfraile_m: RT @IndustriALL_GU: Bangladeshi garment workers block major highways demanding outstanding wage 
payments\n\nhttps://t.co/x8eSgVhkDi"

[[2]]
[1] "HovigMelkonian: RT @IndustriALL_GU: Bangladeshi garment workers block major highways demanding outstanding 
wage payments\n\nhttps://t.co/x8eSgVhkDi"

[[3]]
[1] "IndustriALL_GU: Bangladeshi garment workers block major highways demanding outstanding wage 
payments\n\nhttps://t.co/x8eSgVhkDi"

[[4]]
[1] "thepciaw: The Clean Clothes Campaign has found cases of “wage theft” in the supply chains of Primark, Nike and 
H&amp;M in a repor… https://t.co/qVHmcpY6Tl"



Transforming Text



The tweets are first converted to a data frame and 
then to a corpus, which is a collection of text 
documents. After that, the corpus can be 
processed with functions provided in package tm
[Feinerer and Hornik, 2015].

Step#5: Convert tweets to a data frame



> # convert tweets to a data frame
> df <- twListToDF(tweets)
> dim(df)
[1] 653  16
> 

> library(tm)
> # build a corpus, and specify the source to be character 
vectors
> myCorpus <- Corpus(VectorSource(df$text))
> 



Step#6: #tweet #190

df[190, c("id", "created", "screenName", "replyToSN",
"favoriteCount", "retweetCount", "longitude", "latitude", "text")]

id                                     created          screenName replyToSN favoriteCount retweetCount
190 812264762981675008 2016-12-23 11:53:05 realDonaldTrump <NA>         54516                   15619

longitude latitude
190      <NA>     <NA>

text
190 My wonderful son, Eric, will no longer be allowed to raise money for children with cancer because of a possible conflict of 
interest with...



Step#7: # Print tweet #190 and make text fit for slide width

writeLines(strwrap(tweets.df$text[190], 60))

My wonderful son, Eric, will no longer be allowed to raise
money for children with cancer because of a possible
conflict of interest with...
> 



Text 
Cleaning



After that, the corpus needs a couple of transformations, 
including changing letters to lower case, and removing 
punctuations, numbers and stop words. 



Step#1 : Load the R package for text mining :

Step#2: Then load your texts into R.

library(tm)
#create corpus from vector
myCorpus<- VCorpus(VectorSource(tweets.df$text))

library(tm)



1. Removing punctuation:
Your computer cannot actually read. Punctuation and other special characters only 
look like more words to your computer and R. Use the following to methods to 
remove them from your text.
> docs <- tm_map(myCorpus, removePunctuation)

If necessary, such as when working with emails, you can remove 
special characters. This list has been customized to remove 
punctuation that you commonly find in emails. You can customize 
what is removed by changing them as you see fit, to meet your own 
unique needs.

#Replacing "/", "@" and "|" with space
toSpace <- content_transformer(function (x , pattern ) gsub(pattern, " 
", x))
myCorpusc <- tm_map(myCorpus, toSpace, "/")
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, toSpace, "@")
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, toSpace, "\\|")
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, toSpace, "=")
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, toSpace, "0")



2. Removing numbers:

> myCorpus<- tm_map(myCorpus, removeNumbers)

3. Removing “stopwords” (common words) that usually have no analytic value.
In every text, there are a lot of common, and uninteresting words (a, and, also, 
the, etc.). Such words are frequent by their nature, and will confound your 
analysis if they remain in the text.

> myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, removeWords, stopwords("english"))

# For a list of the stopwords, see:   
# length(stopwords("english"))   
# stopwords("english")



3. Removing particular words:

myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, removeWords, c("URLs", "email")) 

If you find that a particular word or two appear in the output, but are not of 
value to your particular analysis. You can remove them, specifically, from the 
text.

# Just replace " URLs " and "email" with words that you would like to 
remove. 

4. remove extra whitespace:

myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, stripWhitespace)
> 



In the above code, tm_map() is an interface to apply transformations 
(mappings) to corpora. A list of available transformations can be obtained with 
getTransformations(), and the mostly used ones are as. PlainTextDocument(), 
is defined above to removeremoveNumbers(), removePunctuation(), 
removeWords(), stemDocument() and stripWhitespace(). A function 
removeURL() hypelinks, where pattern "http[[:alnum:]]*" matches strings 
starting with \http" and then followed by any number of alphabetic characters 
and digits. Strings matching this pattern are removed with gsub(). The above 
pattern is specified as an regular expression, and detail about that can be 
found by running ?regex in R.



#Replacing "/", "@" and "|" with space
toSpace <- content_transformer(function (x , pattern ) gsub(pattern, " ", x))
myCorpusc <- tm_map(myCorpus, toSpace, "/")
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, toSpace, "@")
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, toSpace, "\\|")
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, toSpace, "=")
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, toSpace, "0")
# Convert the text to lower case
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, content_transformer(tolower))
# Remove numbers
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, removeNumbers)
# Remove english common stopwords
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, removeWords, stopwords("english"))
# Remove your own stop word
# specify your stopwords as a character vector
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, removeWords, c("=", "rt","team", "jeremycorbyn", "etc", "f","k", "w","etc", "di","s","d", "ke", "mit", "o","u",
"se", "th","o","zuckerberg","zigeuner", "querschnittsgelähmten", "nicht","said","tn","san","sich",
"dem", "pl", "noch", "t", "can","ein","da","de","der","im","ajaeys","m", "ajenglish", 
"sureshchavhanke", "bangladeshis", "ruebenhorst","nat", "facebook", "elections", 
"kyi", "election", "sureshchavhanke", "won" , "zuckerberg","lo", "us","rt","must","refugees","rohingyas",
"ksreliefen","omarsuleiman", "say","bhasan", "others", "rohingyas", "fa" , "opindiacom", "will", "write", "years", 
"omarsuleiman", "aung", "biden", "joe" , "ksrelief"   )) 

# Remove punctuations

myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, removePunctuation)
# Eliminate extra white spaces
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, stripWhitespace)
# Text stemming - which reduces words to their root form
#myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, stemDocument)
# remove URLs
removeURL <- function(x) gsub("http[^[:space:]]*", "", x)
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, content_transformer(removeURL))
# remove anything other than English letters or space
removeNumPunct <- function(x) gsub("[^[:alpha:][:space:]]*", "", x)
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, content_transformer(removeNumPunct))
# remove stopwords
myStopwords <- c(setdiff(stopwords('english'), c("r", "big")),

"use", "see", "used", "via", "amp")
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, removeWords, myStopwords)
# remove extra whitespace
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, stripWhitespace)

# keep a copy for stem completion later
myCorpusCopy <- myCorpus

Outline Text Cleaning



Stemming and Stem Completion

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/25206049/stemcompletion-is-not-working



In many applications, words need to be stemmed to retrieve their radicals, so 
that various forms derived from a stem would be taken as the same when 
counting word frequency. 
For instance,
words “update", “updated" and “updating" would all be stemmed to “update". 
Word stemming can be done with the snowball stemmer, which requires 
packages Snowball , RWeka, rJava and RWekajars. After that, we can 
complete the stems to their original forms, i.e., “update" for the above 
example, so that the words would look normal. This can be achieved with 
function
stemCompletion().



> # keep a copy for stem completion later
> myCorpusCopy <- myCorpus
> myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, stemDocument) # stem words
> writeLines(strwrap(myCorpus[[190]]$content, 60))
Vladimir Putin said today Hillari Dems: "In opinion,
humiliating. One must abl lose dignity." So true!



Build Term Document Matrix



> tdm <- TermDocumentMatrix(myCorpus,
+                           control = list(wordLengths = c(1, Inf)))
> 
> tdm
<<TermDocumentMatrix (terms: 3345, documents: 653)>>
Non-/sparse entries: 8114/2176171
Sparsity           : 100%
Maximal term length: 37
Weighting          : term frequency (tf)
> 



Top Frequent Terms



# inspect frequent words
(freq.terms <- findFreqTerms(tdm, lowfreq = 20))

> # inspect frequent words
> (freq.terms <- findFreqTerms(tdm, lowfreq = 20))
[1] "-"              "!"              "#draintheswamp" "&amp;"         
[5] ","              "."              ":"              "a"             
[9] "america"        "back"           "big"            "clinton"       
[13] "crook"          "elect"          "even"           "get"           
[17] "go"             "great"          "hillari"        "i"             
[21] "it"             "job"            "join"           "just"          
[25] "look"           "make"           "mani"           "new"           
[29] "now"            "peopl"          "state"          "thank"         
[33] "the"            "time"           "today"          "total"         
[37] "trump"          "u.s."           "vote"           "watch"         
[41] "we"             "will"           "win" 

term.freq <- rowSums(as.matrix(tdm))
term.freq <- subset(term.freq, term.freq >= 20)
df <- data.frame(term = names(term.freq), freq = term.freq)



library(ggplot2)
ggplot(df, aes(x=term, y=freq)) + geom_bar(stat="identity",fill = " dark green") +
xlab("Words") + ylab("Count") + coord_flip() +
theme(axis.text=element_text(size=8,face= "bold", colour= "black"))



Word clouds



> library(wordcloud) 
> m <- as.matrix(tdm)
> # calculate the frequency of words and sort it by frequency
> word.freq <- sort(rowSums(m), decreasing = T)
> # colors
> pal <- brewer.pal(9, "BuGn")[-(1:4)]
> # plot word cloud
> library(wordcloud)
> wordcloud(words = names(word.freq), freq = word.freq, min.freq = 3,
+           random.order = F, colors = pal)



Topic Modelling



> dtm <- as.DocumentTermMatrix(tdm)
> library(topicmodels)
> lda <- LDA(dtm, k = 8) # find 8 topics
> term <- terms(lda, 7) # first 7 terms of every topic
> (term <- apply(term, MARGIN = 2, paste, collapse = ", "))

Topic 1 
"thank, time, -, trump, never, go, new" 

Topic 2 
"the, state, clinton, i, -, campaign, today" 

Topic 3 
"join, tomorrow, tickets:, ohio, will, &amp;, -" 

Topic 4 
"hillari, clinton, obamacar, &amp;, crook, vote, -" 

Topic 5 
"will, #bigleaguetruth, #debat, american, i, interview, we" 

Topic 6 
"i, will, ., can, peopl, great, vote" 

Topic 7 
"will, i, back, great, -, we, the" 

Topic 8 
"great, thank, make, america, will, get, &amp;" 

> 



Sentiment analysis aims to determine the 
attitude of a speaker or a writer with respect 
to some topic or the overall contextual 
polarity of a document. 

Sentiment analysis is the process of 
discovering whether a writer feels negatively 
or positively about a topic.

Sentiment Analysis



3. Sentiment Analysis using: R package "sentiment"
Another interesting option that we can use to do our sentiment analysis is by 
utilizing the R package sentiment by Timothy Jurka  
(https://github.com/timjurka). This package contains two handy functions 
serving our purposes:

1. Classify Emotion
2. Classify_Polarity

Important Note:
The R package "sentiment" depends on Duncan's Temple Rstem package that is 
only available at Omegahat



This function helps us to analyze some text and classify it in different types of emotion: anger, 
disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise. The classification can be performed using two 
algorithms: one is a naive Bayes classifier trained on Carlo Strapparava and Alessandro 
Valitutti’s emotions lexicon; the other one is just a simple voter procedure.

Classify Emotion



In contrast to the classification of emotions, the classify_polarity function 
allows us to classify some text as positive or negative. In this case, the 
classification can be done by using a naive Bayes algorithm trained on Janyce 
Wiebe’s subjectivity lexicon; or by a simple voter algorithm.

Classify_Polarity



Both



Cases Study #1: Extract Tweets using a search Term 
for  Rohingya Refugees 

(Real time analytics)

Number of searched Tweets = 2197

Case Study #1: Rohingya Refugees 



Example of Tweets for Rohingya

[[1]]
[1] "SangwanShilpa: RT @ashokepandit: Go and ask those women constables who were molested by your 
Rohingya friends on this very day when they destroyed the Ama
[[2]]
[1] "BarmsBham: RT @IMIX_UK: 'Nothing is impossible if you put your mind to it. I was born in a refugee camp, 
I had no right to education... no right to a…”
[[3]]
[1] "manir_rhg: RT @nslwin: Aung San Suu Kyi and NLD have won a 2nd term. \n\nCan a leopard change its 
spots?\n\nMy prediction: she will defend genocide, delay…”
[[4]]
[1] "JamalArkani8: They took away all our belongings they denied our experience they tried to exterminate us 
but we hold our own exper… https://t.co/3MVJPmZc28"
[[5]]
[1] "Switzer45773858: RT @RoMohammadRohi1: Just evil. #Facebook is obstructing the investigation of the 
Burmese #Genocide of #Rohingya Muslims. Refusing to hand…"
[6]]
[1] "nigib1: RT @jeremycorbyn: \"Solidarity around the world for people who are victims of political or human 
rights abuses should not know any boundarie…"



Viewing some of the tweets and retweets  



Inspect 10 most frequently used words

Repeated 10 times:



Words Repeated 10 times:



Word Association

Explore frequent terms and their

associations



Word Association

Now that we have the most frequently occurring terms in hand, 
we can check for correlations between some of these words.  

In this context, correlation is a quantitative measure of the co-
occurrence of words in multiple tweets.

Any specific word which can useful for analysis and help us identify the 
highly correlate words with that term. If word always appears together then 
correlation=1.0.  



Specifying a correlation limit of 0.1

findAssocs(tdm, “covid”, 0.1)
findAssocs(tdm, “girls”, 0.1)
findAssocs(tdm, “readymade”, 0.1)
findAssocs(tdm, “garment”, 0.1)
findAssocs(tdm, “workers”, 0.1)
findAssocs(tdm, “dispatched”, 0.1)
findAssocs(tdm, “bangladesh”, 0.1)

Let us pick seven keywords from slide 3 and correlate with limit 
of 0.1



Which words are associated with "covid" ?



Topic Modelling or Thematic Representation



The calculation of topic models aims to determine the proportionate
composition of a fixed number of topics in the documents of a collection.
It is useful to experiment with different parameters in order to find the
most suitable parameters for your own analysis needs

Topic Modelling or Thematic Representation

Topic modelling is an ‘unsupervised’ machine learning
technique, in other words, one that doesn’t require training.
Topic models are suitable for the exploration of data.



Top six topics for ten most frequent words



• Also known as opinion mining
• It is used to determine attitude, 
polarity, or emotions from Facebook 
uploads

• Polarity: positive, neutral, and 
negative 

• Emotions: angry, sad, happy, bored, 
afraid, etc.

Sentiment Analysis



Classification by Emotion



Classification by Polarity



https://journalofbigdat
a.springeropen.com/art
icles/10.1186/s40537-
019-0252-x

https://journalofbigdata.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/s40537-019-0252-x


Text Mining: 
Facebook Data Analysis  



Exploring Public Response to COVID-19 on Papua New Guinea 

Facebook with LDA Topic Modelling and Sentiment Analysis



No. Facebook Page  No. of Like No. of Followers No of Posts and 
comments extraxted 

1 Kramer Report 127,933 131,664 68021

2 Gary Juffa 57,065 60,361 7338
3 PM Hon. James 

Marape
52,264 59,055 31509

4 Hon. Justin 
Tkatchenko 

37,403 40,118 18573

5 NCD Governor Hon. 
Powes Parkop, LLB, 
LLM,MP

30,975 31,123 2056

6 THE PNG NEWS 
PAGE

168,272  168,272  2260

7 PNG News Today 44,566 44,566 961

8 Paitim Garamut 40,801  40,801  2019

9 https://www.facebo
ok.com/unicefpng

63,006 71,146 6843

10 https://www.facebo
ok.com/WHOPapua
NewGuinea

32,510 58,874 5837

Total= 145417

These are the top 10 

PNG Facebook sites, 

groups, and individuals 

with the largest 

following. Total posts 

and comments 

collected for this 

evaluation: 145,417 

Data Collection
To understand the public 
perceptions related to 
COVID- 19 on PNG 
Facebook sites, this 
research collects data from  
Facebook posts and related 
comments by using 
Facepager. It then analyses 
the data with text mining 
techniques, including 
Latent Dirichlet Allocation 
(LDA) topic modelling and 
sentiment analysis. 

https://lowyinstitute.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=63670de80d55d658dd59362e0&id=c5e5806cbc&e=d1021b2395
https://lowyinstitute.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=63670de80d55d658dd59362e0&id=c67a2b2800&e=d1021b2395
https://lowyinstitute.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=63670de80d55d658dd59362e0&id=796ec1cd1e&e=d1021b2395
https://lowyinstitute.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=63670de80d55d658dd59362e0&id=c9780b6a14&e=d1021b2395
https://lowyinstitute.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=63670de80d55d658dd59362e0&id=09f376ac9d&e=d1021b2395
https://lowyinstitute.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=63670de80d55d658dd59362e0&id=bb971638e2&e=d1021b2395
https://lowyinstitute.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=63670de80d55d658dd59362e0&id=f7f421d052&e=d1021b2395
https://lowyinstitute.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=63670de80d55d658dd59362e0&id=f19b183bbb&e=d1021b2395
https://www.facebook.com/unicefpng
https://www.facebook.com/WHOPapuaNewGuinea


Data processing

Inspect 200 frequently used words:

Repeated 200 times:

This word cloud shows the frequency of these 

specific words appearing in the Facebook text 

data mined. The largest fonts (shown in pink and 

purple) are the most frequently used words. The 

second largest fonts (shown in yellow and green) 

indicate the second most frequently used words. 

The next few slides outline how the reader should 

interpret this specific word cloud.



Plotting 200 frequently used words



Example of one section of a Facebook page with its posts and comments used 

to calculate the sentiment classification by Polarity and Emotion



Classification by Polarity

Positive: 11%

Neutral: 82%

Negative: 7%



Findings and discussion

Sentiment analysis in 

relation to health and 

COVID-19 in PNG shows 

a relatively positive 

sentiment as represented 

through the combination 

of fear and trust with a 

neutral emotion.

Anger and sadness are 

also expressed more 

frequently than 

anticipation or disgust. 

Joy and surprise are less 

frequently expressed. 

Classification by Emotion



5. Topic Modelling 





Real Time Monitoring







Thank you























Cases Study #1: Extract Tweets using a search Term 
for  Rohingya Refugees 

(Real time analytics)

Number of searched Tweets = 2197

Case Study #1: Rohingya Refugees 



Example of Tweets for Rohingya

[[1]]
[1] "SangwanShilpa: RT @ashokepandit: Go and ask those women constables who were molested by your 
Rohingya friends on this very day when they destroyed the Ama
[[2]]
[1] "BarmsBham: RT @IMIX_UK: 'Nothing is impossible if you put your mind to it. I was born in a refugee camp, 
I had no right to education... no right to a…”
[[3]]
[1] "manir_rhg: RT @nslwin: Aung San Suu Kyi and NLD have won a 2nd term. \n\nCan a leopard change its 
spots?\n\nMy prediction: she will defend genocide, delay…”
[[4]]
[1] "JamalArkani8: They took away all our belongings they denied our experience they tried to exterminate us 
but we hold our own exper… https://t.co/3MVJPmZc28"
[[5]]
[1] "Switzer45773858: RT @RoMohammadRohi1: Just evil. #Facebook is obstructing the investigation of the 
Burmese #Genocide of #Rohingya Muslims. Refusing to hand…"
[6]]
[1] "nigib1: RT @jeremycorbyn: \"Solidarity around the world for people who are victims of political or human 
rights abuses should not know any boundarie…"



Viewing some of the tweets and retweets  



Inspect 10 most frequently used words

Repeated 10 times:



Words Repeated 10 times:



Word Association

Explore frequent terms and their

associations



Word Association

Now that we have the most frequently occurring terms in hand, 
we can check for correlations between some of these words.  

In this context, correlation is a quantitative measure of the co-
occurrence of words in multiple tweets.

Any specific word which can useful for analysis and help us identify the 
highly correlate words with that term. If word always appears together then 
correlation=1.0.  



Specifying a correlation limit of 0.1

findAssocs(tdm, “covid”, 0.1)
findAssocs(tdm, “girls”, 0.1)
findAssocs(tdm, “readymade”, 0.1)
findAssocs(tdm, “garment”, 0.1)
findAssocs(tdm, “workers”, 0.1)
findAssocs(tdm, “dispatched”, 0.1)
findAssocs(tdm, “bangladesh”, 0.1)

Let us pick seven keywords from slide 3 and correlate with limit 
of 0.1



Which words are associated with "covid" ?



Topic Modelling or Thematic Representation



The calculation of topic models aims to determine the proportionate
composition of a fixed number of topics in the documents of a collection.
It is useful to experiment with different parameters in order to find the
most suitable parameters for your own analysis needs

Topic Modelling or Thematic Representation

Topic modelling is an ‘unsupervised’ machine learning
technique, in other words, one that doesn’t require training.
Topic models are suitable for the exploration of data.



Top six topics for ten most frequent words



• Also known as opinion mining
• It is used to determine attitude, 
polarity, or emotions from Facebook 
uploads

• Polarity: positive, neutral, and 
negative 

• Emotions: angry, sad, happy, bored, 
afraid, etc.

Sentiment Analysis



Classification by Emotion



Classification by Polarity



To give more descriptive analytics to sentiment analysis I have analysed the influence of each sentiment words 

with related frequent words in the world cloud package as shown below

Negative Positive Fear

Anger Sadness

Trust

Surprise

Anticipation

Disgust Joy

To give more descriptive analytics to sentiment analysis I have analysed the influence of
each sentiment words with related frequent words in the world cloud package



The influence of words classified as “fear” NRC Word-Emotion 
Association Lexicon are analyzed in the wordcloud() function, as 
show below, inside the wordcloud figure shows the words “flood” 
and “prevent” come up on top;  and second “Persecution” and 
“suffering” and the remaining words are less feared. The people are 
more feared of flood than persecution and pandemic

Let us analyse  for example “Fear” emotion 



https://journalofbigdat
a.springeropen.com/art
icles/10.1186/s40537-
019-0252-x

https://journalofbigdata.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/s40537-019-0252-x


Text Mining: 
Facebook Data Analysis  



Exploring Public Response to COVID-19 on Papua New Guinea 

Facebook with LDA Topic Modelling and Sentiment Analysis



No. Facebook Page  No. of Like No. of Followers No of Posts and 
comments extraxted 

1 Kramer Report 127,933 131,664 68021

2 Gary Juffa 57,065 60,361 7338
3 PM Hon. James 

Marape
52,264 59,055 31509

4 Hon. Justin 
Tkatchenko 

37,403 40,118 18573

5 NCD Governor Hon. 
Powes Parkop, LLB, 
LLM,MP

30,975 31,123 2056

6 THE PNG NEWS 
PAGE

168,272  168,272  2260

7 PNG News Today 44,566 44,566 961

8 Paitim Garamut 40,801  40,801  2019

9 https://www.facebo
ok.com/unicefpng

63,006 71,146 6843

10 https://www.facebo
ok.com/WHOPapua
NewGuinea

32,510 58,874 5837

Total= 145417

These are the top 10 

PNG Facebook sites, 

groups, and individuals 

with the largest 

following. Total posts 

and comments 

collected for this 

evaluation: 145,417 

Data Collection
To understand the public 
perceptions related to 
COVID- 19 on PNG 
Facebook sites, this 
research collects data from  
Facebook posts and related 
comments by using 
Facepager. It then analyses 
the data with text mining 
techniques, including 
Latent Dirichlet Allocation 
(LDA) topic modelling and 
sentiment analysis. 

https://lowyinstitute.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=63670de80d55d658dd59362e0&id=c5e5806cbc&e=d1021b2395
https://lowyinstitute.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=63670de80d55d658dd59362e0&id=c67a2b2800&e=d1021b2395
https://lowyinstitute.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=63670de80d55d658dd59362e0&id=796ec1cd1e&e=d1021b2395
https://lowyinstitute.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=63670de80d55d658dd59362e0&id=c9780b6a14&e=d1021b2395
https://lowyinstitute.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=63670de80d55d658dd59362e0&id=09f376ac9d&e=d1021b2395
https://lowyinstitute.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=63670de80d55d658dd59362e0&id=bb971638e2&e=d1021b2395
https://lowyinstitute.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=63670de80d55d658dd59362e0&id=f7f421d052&e=d1021b2395
https://lowyinstitute.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=63670de80d55d658dd59362e0&id=f19b183bbb&e=d1021b2395
https://www.facebook.com/unicefpng
https://www.facebook.com/WHOPapuaNewGuinea


Data processing

Inspect 200 frequently used words:

Repeated 200 times:

This word cloud shows the frequency of these 

specific words appearing in the Facebook text 

data mined. The largest fonts (shown in pink and 

purple) are the most frequently used words. The 

second largest fonts (shown in yellow and green) 

indicate the second most frequently used words. 

The next few slides outline how the reader should 

interpret this specific word cloud.



Plotting 200 frequently used words



Example of one section of a Facebook page with its posts and comments used 

to calculate the sentiment classification by Polarity and Emotion



Classification by Polarity

Positive: 11%

Neutral: 82%

Negative: 7%



Findings and discussion

Sentiment analysis in 

relation to health and 

COVID-19 in PNG shows 

a relatively positive 

sentiment as represented 

through the combination 

of fear and trust with a 

neutral emotion.

Anger and sadness are 

also expressed more 

frequently than 

anticipation or disgust. 

Joy and surprise are less 

frequently expressed. 

Classification by Emotion



5. Topic Modelling 





Real Time Monitoring







PART#2: DATA VISUALIZATION AND

USING BIG DATA FOR SDGS



Data visualization is the act of taking information (data) 
and placing it into a visual context, such as a map or 
graph.

Data visualizations make big and small data easier for the 
human brain to understand, and visualization also makes 
it easier to detect patterns, trends, and outliers in groups 
of data.

Good data visualizations should place meaning into 
complicated datasets so that their message is clear and 
concise.

What is Data visualization?



Why data visualization is important?

1. Interactive images speak louder than words. 

2.Data visualization is especially important 

when it comes to big data
3. The results from complex algorithms are much 

easier to understand in a visual format
4. Data visualization can be use in any field such as 

in finance, marketing, tech, design, or anything 
else, you need to visualize data

5. Visualized data gives stakeholders, business 
owners, and decision-makers a better prediction

Google, Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Twitter and Netflix all ask 
better questions of their data –and make better business 
decisions –by using data visualization.



Tools used to Build Data Visualization 



Tools used to Build Data Visualization 

Best tools for Big Data visualization can be outlined as follows:

1.Tableau
2.Infogram
3.ChartBlocks
4.Datawrapper
5.Plotly
6.RAW
7.Visual.ly
8.D3.js
9.Ember Charts
10.Google Charts
11.Highcharts
12.Polymaps
13.Modest Maps

https://bigdata-madesimple.com/review-of-20-best-big-data-visualization-tools/

https://bigdata-madesimple.com/review-of-20-best-big-data-visualization-tools/


https://www.kolabtree.com/blog
/11-best-open-source-data-
visualization-tools/

11 Best Open-
Source Data 
Visualization 
Tools

Free Tools! 

https://www.kolabtree.com/blog/11-best-open-source-data-visualization-tools/


Global warming is not a lie? One thing I can tell you: Data never lies. Here's a cool 
visualization showing how the distribution over Earth's surface of annual average 
temperature anomalies has been shifting due to global warming since 1850. TLDR? Earth 
is heating up! hashtag#datahashtag#visualizationhashtag#globalwarming
Source:
https://lnkd.in/efswdQp



Case Study#1: Iraq SDGs 
Visualized dashboards

https://public.tableau.com/profile/abbas1073#!/vizhome/I
raqSDGsPlatform/IraqSDGsPlatform

https://public.tableau.com/profile/abbas1073#!/vizhome/IraqSDGsPlatform/IraqSDGsPlatform


The IAEG has categorized the SDG indicators into two 
“Tiers”:

Tier (1): Ready-Feasible with more effort

Tier (2): Not Ready-Feasible with Strong Effort

SDGs Indicators Category (Level)

As of the 51st Session (New York 3 - 6 March 2020 ) of
the United Nations Statistical Commission, the global
indicator framework does not contain any Tier III
indicators)



SDGs Five Thematic Areas 

Reference: Rajasthan SDG Index , February 22, 2020 Link

https://www.rajras.in/rajasthan-sdg-index/


Iraq SDGs Data Matrix For the Online Platform 

Data Gap in SDGs Data Matrix



IAEG- Category National 
Methodology

Data Number Percentage

Tier (1)-Ready-
Feasible with 
more effort

Methodology 
exists 

1.Data only available at national 
level, not at subnational level 
(e.g. district, city or village 
level)
2. Indicators require data that 
need to be improved, adjusted 
or modified based on existing 
national data.

94 38%

Tier (2)-Not 
Ready-Feasible 
with strong 
effort 

Methodology 
does not exist  

1. Data is not available
2. The indicators require data 
collected using a new
methodology or approach

153 62%

247 100%

Data Methodology Mapping Results of 
All SDGs Indicators Relevant for Iraq



Tier (1)-Ready-
Feasible with more 

effort





Tier (2)-Not Ready-
Feasible with 
Strong Effort





Interactive Iraq Map for Each 18 Provinces Page



Goals, Targets, and Indicators Page



Iraq SDGs Thematic Areas Page



Time Series SDGs Data for 2011-2020 By Goals Page



Iraq Time Series SDGs Data  for 2011-2020 Page



USING BIG DATA FOR SDGS













Case Study#2: Papua New 
Guinea Department of Treasury
National Budget-2018 



https://public.tableau.com/shared/BYXRCZKGY?:toolbar=n&:disp
lay_count=y&:origin=viz_share_link

https://public.tableau.com/shared/BYXRCZKGY?:toolbar=n&:display_count=y&:origin=viz_share_link


Case Study#3: Annual Summary 
of the Functional Grants 
Allocated to all PNG Provinces



https://public.tableau.com/views/NEFC/Story1?:language=en-
GB&:display_count=y&:toolbar=n&:origin=viz_share_link

https://public.tableau.com/views/NEFC/Story1?:language=en-GB&:display_count=y&:toolbar=n&:origin=viz_share_link




Thank you


